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The Hong Kong government said it strongly opposes the U.S. congressional report critical of Beijing's handling of the city, calling the report biased, politically motivated and does not reflect the truth. An annual report from the bipartisan Congressional-Executive Commission on China this week said that a
one-country, two-system system in Hong Kong has been dismantled, seriously jeopardizing the rule of law and respect for human rights that the city has long enjoyed. The report says the national security law imposed by Beijing in the summer on the former British colony directly undermines the right of
the people of Hong Kong to due process and their freedom of expression and association. Police were reportedly warned of the threat of a significantly violent situation involving angry Trump supporters armed with guns. Advertising • Logic 'n MindsIekaba you your feedback. We will remove it and make
the necessary changes. Experts are approaching quantum benefits, with unimaginable computing power that could unleash the true potential of machine learningAustralian Associated PressIndia has reached 2-62 at the stumps as rain hit the second day of the series deciding the fourth test at the Gabba,
after Australia was bowled out for 369.CNN's Alisyn Camerota revealed Friday that after last week's U.S. Associated PressAn emergency bushfire warning has been issued for several Perth suburbs by telling people to go home immediately. Ad•Aktuelle InfoBeque will give you feedback. We will remove it
and make the necessary changes. Erstattung der rund €3,700 für Deutsche in einigen FällenBruno Fernandes says he is desperate to win trophies at Manchester United, after scooping his latest individual award. The Portuguese star was named Premier League Player of the Month in December, his
fourth such award since arriving from Sporting Lisbon just a year ago. Fernandes' influence has transformed United with Ole Gunnar Solskjaer, and they head to Anfield tomorrow to take on Liverpool tomorrow as Premier League leaders. Two people on a chartered flight to the Australian Open have
tested positive for Covid-19, local health authorities said. Victoria's Department of Health and Human Services said in a statement on Saturday a crew member and an Australian Open member who is not a player have been taken to a health hotel after returning for positive tests. Players began to arrive in
the country on Thursday before the two-week quarantine period, during which they are allowed to practice five hours a day from their premises. However, players and support staff on the flight are considered close contacts and will not be allowed to train. All of the remaining 66 passengers on the flight are
identified as close contacts, the statement said. If there's one thing we all want to know right now, that's when this wholepandemic thing will be your feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes.76.4% of retail CFD accounts lose money. Stop wasting money on commissions: Switch to
Plus500 commission-free trading! A fed-up café owner in Belgium is sleeping in her premises with a little food in protest at the months-long shutdown of her industry to curb the spread of coronavirus. January shipments of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccines in the Gulf state of Bahrain will not arrive on time, the
health ministry said on Saturday, but a second dose of jab already planned will not be affected. According to our world data website, run by the University of Oxford research programme, bahrain's small island has by far the third highest per capita vaccination rate in the world. Delay... will not affect the
population and population receiving a second dose of vaccine in the next period, according to current scheduled dates and the availability of the required amount of them, the health ministry said in a statement issued by the state news agency BNA. Australian Associated PressIndia's makeshift attack has
given the tourists the final test at the Gabba, rejecting Australia's 369 in the first innings. Ad• Quantum AnatomyThank you get your feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes. Quantum AI is expected to help transform life as we know it. Australian Associated PressStar Perth sprinter
Fabergino made three starts over 1000 metres at Flemington in three wins and on her next run she will return there in group one races. Australian Associated PressThe latest snapshot of COVID-19 cases, events and impacts in Australia at 1830 AEDT on Saturday, January 16, 2021.Researchers say an
unpleasant side effect is actually quite common in these bitten by red-bellied black snakes. Ads • PSLIekamkams your feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes. The Euro-dollar exchange rate has dropped back to 1.10 as its 2020 decline expands even further, however weakness is
expected to shortT at least 4,500 Honduran migrants pushed past police and crossed into Guatemala on Friday night, passing the first hurdle of travel north they hope will have them a better life in the United States.The likes of Manchester United, Liverpool, Manchester City and Chelsea all have two
games gameweek 19 but West Ham have two enticing fixtures at home. The Manchester City talisman is rarely rested compared to his team-mates, and has two inviting home games against Crystal Palace and Aston Villa in which to pick up points. The Australian Associated Presshas two positive
COVID-19 tests from an Open charter flight from Los Angeles, forcing onboard players into a 14-day closed at their hotel. Ad•Siemens AGIekrats about your feedback. We 'll remove it and do the does cyberattack like WannaCry unfold? Ivanka Trump touted the accomplishments of her father, President
Donald Trump, on Twitter – and received a stark reminder of his administration's multi-canalyses, loopholes and controversies in response. The Australian Associated PressEngland powered to a first innings total of 421 in the first Test in Sri Lanka, a lead of 286, led by a knock of 228 from the captain and
last man-out Joe Root.Fulham will be buoyed by their draw at Tottenham as they welcome Chelsea to Craven Cottage in another London derby. Chelsea have lost just once to Fulham in all competitions since the 1980s and you feel Frank Lampard will have to be expanded to avoid further pressure after
four wins in six saw the Blues drop from top spot to ninth in the table. Fulham vs Chelsea is scheduled for 5:30pm GMT kick-off today, January 16, 2020. Friction generated by several plates located in the clutch of the Honda Shadow 750 motorcycle transfers power from the engine to the gear. If your
motorcycle is slipping in and out of gear or you've heard or felt grinding coming out of the clutch plates, remove the clutch to check for plate and spring damage or wear. Damaged clutch plates may appear cracked, burned or stuck together. Springs can become stretched, broken, or rusty. Place the drain
pan just below the crank body cover on the right side of the motorcycle. Remove the crank body cover to reveal the clutch. Locate the four lien screws in the corners of the clutch plate. Remove the screws with a wrench. Remove the four suspensions from the stoppers under the screws by pulling them
straight manually. Unscrew the pressure plate from the bottom springs. Remove the fiber and metal discs under the pressure plate. The modern sports motorcycle image terex from Fotolia.com Honda CB750 was released in the US in January 1969 and almost instantly changed the motorcycle world
forever. Featuring the first mass produced by an in-line four-cylinder engine, hydraulic disc brakes, and weighing only 480 pounds, the CB 750 quickly became a class in itself. Production increased from the initial 25 units per day to more than three thousand units per month at production height. To have
your Honda CB750 running at peak performance, a comprehensive tune-up every 4,000 miles is recommended. Find the air box under the fuel tank and next to the carburtors. Remove the two hold down the screws and release to the bottom of the air box. Remove the air cleaning element and discard it.
Set air cleaning elements in the air box. Attach the bottom of the air box with the handle down. Start the engine and deliver it to normal operating temperature. Shut the engine. Release all four spark plug wires and remove the spark plugs. Check spark plugs burned electrodes, raw gasoline, excessive or
other problems that may indicate an internal engine problem. If any plug indicates a problem with this cylinder, then this problem must be corrected first before further sorting of the problem can be done. Connect the compression meter to the number of the first cylinder. The number one cylinder is the one
furthest left as you look at the motorcylcle sitting on it. Press the starter button and turn the engine over 4 to 7 seconds. Write down the reading for the compression gauge. Remove the compression meter from the first cylinder. Repeat step 3 for each remaining cylinder. Actual reading data is not as
important as the difference between balloons. If the readings devith more than 10 psi then there is a problem with piston rings, valves or carbon build up. Gap four new spark plugs up to 0.24-0.28 using the spark plug gapping tool. Place a small drop of oil on the spark plug threads and set the plug on the
cylinder head of the hand. Tighten the spark plugs and an additional 1/4 to 1/2 turn with the spark plug spanner. Replace the spark plug wires. Spark plugs are pulled, the plug gasket will be destroyed and the machine threads in the spark plug opening may be damaged. Remove the ignition cover and
attach the tachometer to the ignition lead. Attach the inductive time light floodor to the first cylinder. Connect the light supply time to the battery. Start the engine and set the idle speed to 1000 rpm. Unscrew the three screws on the outer edge of the stopwatch base plate. Shine the weather light strobe into
the window of the time base. Turn the dot plate until the 1.4 F-1 mark is in the line with the fixed pointer. Firmly tighten the screws of the base plate into your teeth when the time is properly adjusted. Disconnect the stopwatch and tachometer. Replace the ignition cover. Remove the motorcycle seat and



turn off the fuel valve. Remove the side caps and hold the screw down. Lift the tank up and back to remove. Remove four vacuum stoppers from the carburtors. Each carburetor has one vacuum stopper. Connect the multi-port pressure gauge by attaching the tool vacuum wires to the carburtor ports.
Make sure the lines are connected in order from one to four in the manometer. Start the engine. Write down the readings of each cylinder. The multi-tone pressure gauge will measure the vacuum in inches. If any cylinder devias more than 2.4 inches from others, adjustment is required. The number 2
carburetor is not adjustable and will be used as a fixed reference point for all other adjustments. Locate the adjustment screw and lock nut between number 1 and 2 carburetor. Unscrew the locking nut and turn the adjustment screw until number 1 is less than 2.4 inches from the 2-digit carburetor. Tighten
the adjuster screw locking nut without changing the adjustment. Place on the motorcycle temporarily. Turn on the fuel valve and let the gas flow for at least 1 minute to fill the carburetor bowls. Remove the gas tank and set it aside. If necessary, repeat steps 10 to 12 to make adjustments to carburetors 3
and 4. Turn off the engine and unplug the multi-port pressure gauge. Replace the carburetor vacuum tank plugs, gas tank, seat and side covers. Covers.
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